
CSTD/TC 481b  - Bioethics  - Spring Semester 1996

Instructor: Arthur W. Galston, Eaton Professor (Emeritus)
Department of Biology
904 Kline Biology Tower, telephone (43)2-3509

       Fax (43)2-6161
                                           e-mail agalston@minerva.cis.yale.edu.

Class meetings: Monday 2:30 to 4:20 p.m.; 900 KBT

Books required: (all are paperbacks)
(1) B.D. Davis (ed) The Genetic Revolution, 1991 (Johns Hopkins)

(2) F.H. Bormann and  Ecology, Economics, Ethics, 1991 (Yale)
     S.R. Kellert (eds)

(3) J. Arras and B. Steinbock   Ethical Issues in Modem Medicine, 4  Edn., 1995               th

                                               (Mayfield)

Optional books (population, sustainability of resources).
1. Hardin, G. Living Within Limits 1993, Oxford.
2. Brown, L.R. et al. State of the World 1995, Norton.

Course organization:

(1) The instructor will introduce each topic briefly and will then raise questions based on
students' previous reading of the assigned material. Students may be assigned topics for brief
(5-10 min.) oral report.

(2) By Mar. 4, each student must have chosen a term paper topic approved by the instructor and
submitted an outline of the proposed paper, together with about six references already consulted.
The corrected outline will be available, with comments, within 2 days after submission.

(3) Term papers are due at the end of the reading period, i.e.., by Friday, May 3 at 5 pm. The
course grade will be based largely on the paper and partly on oral reports and contributions to the
general discussion.
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Date Topic Readings

Jan. 22 Introduction: Bioethics and genetics D: Chapters 1-2      
       29 Genetic ethics:  D: Chapters 3-5
   environmental concerns
Feb. 5 Genetic ethics: public D: Chapters 6,12

policy and regulation
        12 Genetic ethics: regulatory law D: Chapters 13,15
        19 Environmental ethics: population, BK: Preface and Part I

diversity and extinction
        26 Environmental ethics: pesticides, BK: Chapters 4,5,7

pollution and resource recycling
Mar. 4* Environmental ethics: theory and BK: Chapters 6,10

practice
SPRING RECESS

Mar. 25 Medical ethics: ethical theory AS: Introduction
Apr. 1 Medical ethics: physician and patient AS: pages 41-96
        8 Medical ethics: death, dying and AS: pages 129-194

euthanasia                   212-239,292-314
       15 Medical ethics: abortion; maternal-  AS: pages 321-376

fetal conflicts      399-418
       22 Medical ethics: human reproduction; AS: pages 423-478

experimentation on humans       517-558
       29** Medical ethics: health policy and AS: pages 585-674

social justice

*By this date, term paper topic must have been approved and an outline submitted. Corrected
outlines will be returned within 2 days.

**Reading period. College seminars meet.

D = Davis "The Genetic Revolution"

BK = Bonnann-Kellert "Ecology, Economics, Ethics"

AS = Arras-Steinbock "Ethical Issues in Modern Medicine"

Note: This lengthy book should really be read from cover to cover, especially by those interested
in medicine as a career. The suggested readings concern issues to be discussed in class. Shortage
of class time prevents our discussing the entire book.
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Guidelines for the term paper

You are expected to analyze a contemporary problem in bioethics in an essay of about
3,000 words. The paper will be graded on the basis of (1) interest in the topic itself, (2) accuracy
of information presented, (3) documentation, (4) definition and suggested approaches to
resolution of the bioethical problem involved, (5) literary quality.

Since your paper must probe a given problem deeply, you must limit your topic to
manageable size. Do not choose a topic like "Surrogate motherhood" or "Pollution" or
"Transgenic organisms", which cannot be handled effectively in 3,000 words. Choose more
limited subjects like "Under what conditions should surrogate motherhood be permitted? or
"Ethical issues in the acid rain controversy" or "Somatic vs germ-line therapy of humans"

Each paper must contain the following information:

(1) A succinct presentation of the scientific facts underlying the problem. (For example: What is
surrogate motherhood? By what techniques can it be accomplished?)

(2) A description of the ethical issues raised by the problem and out attempts to cope with it (For
example: Competing rights of surrogate vs  adoptive or biological parent)

(3) Proposals for coping with the problem. (For example: informal codes, regulations, legislation,
fiscal incentives).

(4) A suggested approach to resolution of the ethical dilemma and justification for the chosen
solution.

(5) A detailed list of references. Primary material is preferred, but reviews or text materials are
sometimes appropriate. Newspaper or newsweekly articles should be used sparingly.
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